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I review the present observational status of the observations of the SZ eet due to the
Compton sattering of the 3K bakground on the hot eletrons of lusters of galaxies. I
raise the relevant issues from theoretial and X-ray aspets of the question that hallenge the
present experiments. Future instruments like powerful radio interferometers and bolometri
ameras should give us aess to the statistis of lusters as well as their internal morphology
within the next ten years. They will provide an approah omplementary to spae experiments
(XMM, Chandra, Plank) for some fundamental osmologial and large sale struture issues.
1 General Presentation
The presene
a
of a hot teneous and fully ionised gas (Te = 10
8K, ne = 10
3m−3) in the intraluster
medium was revealed with the rst X-ray measurements toward lusters of galaxies. This gas
whih fell in the deep gravitational well of lusters of galaxies and thus heated up to very high
temperature an only ool down via the free-free emission proess. Only in the very enter of
lusters is the density of the eletrons and nulei enough for the ooling timesale to be less than
the age of the Universe. Another ooling proess exists via inverse Compton sattering on the
(old) osmi mirowave bakground.
This seondary ooling is alled the Sunyaev-Zel'dovih (hereafter SZ) eet
1
. This eet pre-
serves the number of CMB photons. If it were a pure sattering eet without energy hange the
CMB would not be globally aeted. But there is a net energy gain by the CMB photons in the
diretion of lusters. The CMB is thus spetrally distorted. The adimensional Comptonisation
parameter y measures the SZ distortion:
a
to be published in the Proeedings of the XXXVth Renontres de Moriond, Energy Densities in the Universe,
Editions Frontieres, 2000
Figure 1: Dierential CMB brightness hange as a funtion of wavelength, towards a luster with y = 10−4
(dotted urve) and b = −10−4 (dashed urve). The lower panel gives the atmospheri transmission (between 0
and 1) for 3 mm of preipitable water and the two Diabolo instrument bandpasses. The upper solid urve gives
the olour of the atmospheri noise.
y =
kTe
mec2
σTNe , (1)
where Te, me, Ne =
∫
nedl, and ne are resp. the eletroni temperature, mass, olumn
density and density. The integral is taken along the line of sight through the luster. σT is the
Thomson ross-setion. The seond (and usually muh weaker) SZ eet alled kineti eet is
due to the peuliar luster veloity vc and is measured by:
b =
vr
c
σTNe (2)
Figure 1 shows the universal distortion spetrum produed by the thermal (dots) and kineti
(dashes) SZ eets.
The SZ eet is thus a radio, millimetre and submillimetre phenomenon. The thermal SZ
eet has a very spei spetral signature (always negative for λ ≤ 1.4mm) whereas the kineti
SZ eet is undistinguishable from the spetrum of the CMB primordial anisotropies. Both SZ
eets are brightness eets whih are spetrally independent of redshift in the observer's frame,
ontrary to X-ray emission whih shows the usual (1+ z)−4 brightness dimming. A well-resolved
luster will show the same SZ eet whether it is at low or high redshift.
The energy density (whih is the fous of this onferene) of the CMB is enhaned towards
lusters by the following amount:
E = 4yσST
4
CMB (3)
The opaity τ = σTNe and omptonisation parameter y are of the order of a few 10
−2
and
10−4 resp. in the rihest lusters whih therefore make the SZ eet a relatively small and linear
distortion.
It has reently been aknowledged that one annot neglet relativisti orretions to the
(non-relativisti) universal spetral template, shown in Fig. 1, and independent on redshift. A
omplete review of the SZ eet is learly beyond this presentation. An exhaustive reent review
was made by Birkinshaw
2
.
2 Observational status
2.1 Astrophysial and Cosmologial objetives
Witness the 3K remoteness
With several lusters rmly deteted at a redshift up to about 0.5, the 3 K bakground annot
have an origin in the loal Universe. There are not so many diret probes of the presene of the
CMB at high redshift.
Measure the hot luster gas distribution
The SZ eet diretly measures the hot eletron pressure along the line of sight. If one assumes a
onstant gas temperature, an eletroni density following a King prole (with r the radius from
the luster enter, and a the ore radius) is often assumed:
ne = ne0(1 + (r/a)
2)−3β/2, (4)
and will produe a SZ angular distribution
ySZ = y0(1 + (θ/θa)
2)−3β/2+1/2. (5)
The measurements are therefore linearly linked to the density of baryoni matter.
Total mass of gas
The quantity that is diretly measured in a given experiment is really the brightness integrated over
the instrument beam, something that an be loosely dened as Y =
∫
beam
ydΩ. The big virtue of SZ
measurements is to give an easy aess whih is weakly dependent on redshift to the total gas mass of
the luster in the beam:
Mg ≃ 2× 10
13M
⊙
(
Tg
10 keV
)−1
Y
10−5arcmin2
f(z), (6)
where the redshift funtion f depends on the osmologial parameters (through the angular-
diameter redshift dependene). The following table (omputed for a ritial standard model
without osmologial onstant) shows a subtle dependene of the measured SZ eet with red-
shift.
z f × 103
0.1 2
0.3 9
1.0 20
Total gravitational mass
Through the hydrostati equation and from the gas pressure prole, one an dedue the total
luster mass MT . Although this has been done with X-ray measurements, the SZ eet ould in
priniple be used for a rather diret measurement of the total mass. It would be valuable, when
preise measurements beome available, to reassess the baryoni risis: Mg/MT 6= Ωb/Ω0.
Peuliar radial veloity
The kineti SZ eet is a 10 times weaker eet that the thermal eet. Aurate measurements
of it in many luster ould in priniple probe the large sale veloity eld in the distant Universe.
The CMB primary anistropies are in that ase a `pollution' to these measurements whih ould
be attempted by the Plank mission (Aghanim
11
). Ground-based attempts have so far provided
upper limits (Holzapfel et al.
8
)
H0 , q0 measurement
The measurements of
∫
Tenedl with the SZ eet and
∫
n2edl and Te with X-ray spae observations
yield an estimate of the true physial depth of the luster. Assuming the luster is spherial,
this quantity an be ompared with the angular size of the luster and its redshift to give H0.
The weak dependene of that result on q0 has been analysed, but the prospet of a serious
measurement of it is marred by luster evolution (see below). Measurements of the Hubble
onstant is learly within reah, one systemati eets are well understood over a statistially
signiant sample of observed (loal) lusters. The omplementarity of the SZ eet with XMM-
Newton and Chandra is obvious in that respet. This is one of the most important osmologial
targets for SZ measurements. The seond one is:
SZ Cluster number ounts
Having SZ surveys over large area ould provide a rather unbiased measurement of the luster
number ounts. Optial and X-ray surveys have been known to be biased by hane alignments
and resolution & surfae brightness limits respetively. The weak dependene on redshift of the
SZ eet (Eq. 6) makes a (ostly) survey quite attrative for two reasons:
1. to determine the exat number density of loal lusters (say of redshift less than 0.3) and
the mass distribution funtion
2. to measure the evolution of this density and searh for high redshift lusters.
Strutured Matter Energy injetion into the CMB
The average omptonisation parameter on any line of sight is about y ∼ 10−6. From Eq. 3, the
energy injetion into the Universe by large sale non-linear struture formation is of the order of
at most 10−5 of the energy in the CMB itself.
Figure 2: A SZ map produed by a simulated ube of Universe (Refregier et al.
10
). Only the darkest spots
orresponding to luster ores an be measured now. Notie the SZ spider web like network that rosses the sky.
Searh for distant lusters : z > 1
The searh of SZ eet without the a-priori of X-ray maps have so far led to the as yet unonrmed
detetion of two radio extended brightness derements (Rihards et al.
12
, Saunders et al.
13
). The
seure detetion of just few lusters at redshift above 1 would severely endanger models of the
Universe with a ritial matter density parameter (Bartlett et al.
14
).
2.2 The three observational tehniques
Single dish radio telesopes
Pionneered by Birkinshaw and ollaborators, this was the rst standard tehnique to suessfully
measure the SZ eet. It was and remains the best adapted tehnique for loal lusters with a
very large extent (e.g. Coma: Herbig et al.
15
)
Radio interferometers
The most sensitive detetions have been provided by radio interferometers whih are less af-
feted by sidelobe eets and an remove point soures by using the long baseline measurements.
Moreover they benet from large integration times (several months per year). The Ryle tele-
sope (Saunders and Jones, this onferene) in England and the OVRO-BIMA interferometer
tted (perverted) with radio reeivers (Carlstrom et al.
10
) have obtained very sensitive maps of
now tens of lusters with arminute resolution at 15 and 30 GHz frequenies.
Bolometer photometers
The SuZie experiment provided the rst detetion of the SZ eet in the millimeter domain
at the CSO 10m telesope (Wilbanks et al.
9
, Holzapfel et al.
8
). It is made of 6 bolometers at
a wavelength of 2 mm. By using a drift san tehnique whereby xing the telesope in loal
oordinates, the luster drifts through the detetors with the Earth's diurnal motion, hene
avoiding sidelobe eets and mirophoni noise. The luster A 2163 (the seond X-ray brightest
known luster) was later deteted at 1mm using the SuZie experiment with dierent lters and
in the submillimeter domain by the balloon borne photometer PRONAOS-SPM (Lamarre et
al.
7
) showing for the rst time the hange of sign of the SZ eet (see Fig. 1). Although in
the (sub)millimeter domain, the point soures should not ontaminate the SZ measurements
so muh, interstellar dust thermal emission must be dealt with to orret the measurements.
Another limitation omes from sky noise: the water vapour is inhomogeneous in the atmosphere.
Its emission in the telesope is variable in time and angle and frequeny (see Fig. 1). The Diabolo
experiment (Benoit et al.
4
) uses a dihroi beam splitter with six 0.1 K bolometers in order to
simultaneously measure and hene subtrat the water vapour emission at 1.2 mm (where the SZ
eet is almost vanishing) from the SZ measurement at 2.1 mm. At the IRAM 30 m telesope,
it provided the highest angular resolution of the SZ eet on several lusters with 30 arseond
beam in 1995 (Désert et al.
6
) and 22 arseond beam sine 1997 (Pointeouteau et al.
5
and this
onferene).
3 The next SZ ten years
The sensitivity of present ground-based detetors is quite lose to photon noise limits, typially an
eetive value y(1σ) ∼ 10−4hour−
1
2
for a single bolometer. This is also typial for interferometers.
All 3 kinds of observing tehniques are also urrently limited by the range of angular sales that
an be measured, whereas the angular distribution of lusters of galaxies is widespread, from
ore radii to Abell radii, along with substruture sales. We an see that the main goals of SZ
observations in the next years are:
1. Improve the statistis on H0 measurements
2. Number ounts of SZ lusters and high redshift luster searh
3. Detailed analysis of individual lusters
For point 1 and 2, interferometers are learly very promising. Dediated radio telesope arrays
whih are urrently being built with modest size telesopes aim at overing a large range of
angular sales (in partiular the shortest baselines). By overing a large frequeny bandwidth
and by using smaller telesopes (!), improvements in detetivity ould be better by as muh as
a fator of 1000 in the next 3 years (e.g. the AMI projet: Jones, this onferene). For point 3,
bolometer arrays (with hundred to thousands of pixels) should bring a lear multiplex advantage
over existing tehnology
16
. They will give unpreedented high angular resolution maps in the
near future (20 arseonds), that will be useful to study the detailed angular distribution of
lusters (whether at low or high redshift) to unravel the osmogony of large sale strutures. In
that respet, the struture of high redsihft lusters (e.g. Ebeling et al.
18
) whih is far from
smooth is interesting for luster formation senarios but may prove a show stopper for q0 and
other seond order eet measurements.
Future spae missions will provide a dierent perspetive. Plank will give an unbiased
atalog of at least several thousands of SZ soures. MAP, although not sensitive to individual
lusters, may still see some signal by orrelation with large sale strutures as seen in the optial
(Refregier et al.
17
).
The interpretation of SZ data is depending on the quality of other data, and vie-versa.
The arrival of Chandra and XMM-Newton is a strong inentive for improving SZ measurements.
Comparison with visible and near-infrared data obtained by large telesopes (substrutures and
weak lensing) is also very valuable.
We have learly moved from detetion experiments towards a powerful tool for the study of
lusters. A global approah, using SZ observations but also other wavelengths, is a must for the
understanding of lusters of galaxies.
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